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IN THIS ISSUE

lT'S TIME TO

RENEW

YOUR MEMBERSHIP
TO THE

BERTRAND RUSSELL
SOCIETY

. THE EDITORS' PREoCCUPATloN with writing a Russell book has

resulted, as you may have noticed, in a certain amount of procrastination in the production of the gwarferly over the past year. The
heed has therefore arisen for a quadruple issue. We expect.the issue's
quadruplicity to drink up, it might t>e said, the backlog in the production of the gz4ar7er/ry, relying, that is, on. the editorial truism that
quadrup licity drinks procrastination.
NOAM CHOMSKV, honorary member of the Russell S.ociety, well

known admirer of Russell, and author of the sentence `Colorless
green ideas sleep furiously', is the featured subject i.n this issue of
the gwar/edy. Not only is Chomsky, like Russell, a linguistic theorist, he is also, like Russell, a political polemicist of the Left, a pan-

phleteer, a speaker and an activist for causes promoting greater hoppiness and decency for humanity. In this issue, we have an interview with Chomsky by Russell Society member Brandon. Young. In
russell-I,. the internet discussion group devoted to Russell .studies,

questions recently arose about comments attributed to Chomsky by
a political journal concerning Russell's Vietnam War Criines Tribunal. Brandon contacted Chomsky to clarify the matter; Chomsky,
himself an early critic of the Vietnam War, replied with some interesting observations about the Russell Tribunal and similar tribunals,
setting the record straight about his views on them. We are glad to
be able to publish his comments. Peter Stone's review essay on
some .recently published political works by Chomsky follows this
interview. Peter compares Chomsky's ideas on socialism and anarchy with Russell's in an enlightening discussion of their respective
views.

If you haven't renewed your membership, now is
the time to do it! Fill out form enclosed in this
Issue and send it, with a check (in US or Canadian
dollars) payable to The Bertrand F¢ussell Society,
to Ken Blackwell, BRS Treasurer, at the address
on the form.

WILLIAM EVERDELL, author of 27!e Firs/ Moderus and member of the
BRS, reviews Matthew Stewart's new book, 7lJ!e Cowr[.er a#d /fie
Heretic: Leibniz, Spinoza, and the Fate Of God in the Modern World
in this issue of the BRSQ. Russell's own study of Leibniz is first

rate history of philosophy that influenced several generations of
Leibniz scholars. Stewart's account elaborates on Russell's in the
light of 100 years of Leibniz and Spinoza research and pubhshing,
with a fresh retelling of the tale of Spinoza and Leibniz's meetings
in 1676. Not only did Russell respect Leibniz's work in mathe3
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matics and mathoniatical logic, he also claims, in his J7is/ory a/
Wres/em P4i-/asapky, that the A4lo#adoJog]/ is a useful picture of
subjective and objective space and of the relation between peroaption and physics, if one rejects the view that monads are window-

less, for then each monad is a subjective perspeetive and the totality
of their points of view is objgctive space. This, of course, sounds
suspiciously like .Russell's own construction of space and time in
his \9\4 bock Our Knowledge Of the External W7;orld. In fact, F\ussell begins his coustniction of the external world in OKEW by saying: "Let us .imagine that each mind looks out upon the world, as in
Leibniz's monadology, from a point of view peculiar to itself.... "
(94) and then broceeds to construct his own "monadology". Concerning Russell's views on Spino2a, it can be simply be said that
Russell found Leibniz.s best work, which he admired, to be largely
Spinozistic. Ken Blackwell has further argued that there is a strong
Spinozistic aspect to Some of Russell's ethics. Everdell's review of
Stewart's book is thus .on a most Russellian subject.
WHAT IS ANALYTIC PHII.OSOPHY? -TAKE TWO. In a previous issue

of the gwar/er/}J, Aaron Preston argued that analytic philosophy
was not a single school of philosophy because there is no set of doctrines that all analytic philosophers ever shared that can thus be
taken to define `analytic philosophy'. This presupposes, of course,
that to be a school of philosophy, all or almost all of the people in it
must share a set of common philosophical doctrines. Several people
have protested Aaron's claim, for example, in the internet Russell
studies discussion group, russelll, though they have not done.so by
arguing that there are /oo unifying doctrines shared by most analytic philosophers. Rather, they have protested that Aaron's criterion unfairly limits what might be called a "philosophical school"
and that philosophical schools can also be unified, and so defined,
by nonrdoctrinal criteria, such as a shared method or shared problens or shared influences. In this issue, BRS member Mike Bcaney
also objects to this idea in Aaron's thesis, but more than that, he
argues that Aaron tries to go beyond that view to claim that there is
no such thing as analytic philosophy at all. Beaney tries to clarify
what that might mean, while also arguing that Aaron has unwarrantedly limited the -Idea of what may count as a philosophical school.
But read Mike's comments for yourself. Aaron's reply follows.

SOCIETY NEWS
IT'S TIME T0 RENEW YOUR MEMBERSHIP to the Bertrand Russell So-

ciety! If you have not yet done so, we hope you will renew your
membership now, using the fomi enclosed with this issue of the
ewar/er/);. For those wishing to pay their dues online using a credit
card, you can now pay via Paypal. at https://www.paypal.com. New
users may open a free account at that page. Then, after entering the
amount being sent, and, when prompted for the recipient's email
address, enter b.rs-pp@hotmail.com. Paypal is free of charge, and foreign members take. note -transactions are handled in US dollars.
When prompted for a message to send to our treasurer, Kenneth
Blackwell, state the purpose of the payment and.any change of
address but do not include your credit card information. Ken will
send you an email receipt and update the membership records
accordingly.

WHo KNEW? The Bertrand Russell Society has a /I.brt7ry. If you're
not familiar with it, you can acquaint yourself with its holdings by
going to its website at http:/^^ww2.webng.com/brslibrary. Click on

any of the links there to visit a section of the library. Current and
out-of-print books by and on Russell are offered at a significant discount - sets of Russell postcards, available at US$6 per dozen, are
currently on sale. There is also a lending library for members with a
full list of books for loan at the website. But books are only the beginning: cassettes of speeches, debates and interviews by Russell are
also available for lending. Finally, there is a members' area where
audio and video files of Russell's speeches, debates, and interviews
are available for download. This can make for a pleasant Friday
evening - pour a glass. of wine, sit back, and click on a particular
speeeh or interview: it's a great way to relax and enjoy yourself after
a long and busy week. Righi now, there are about fifty audios and a
few video clips, including `Reflectious on my Eightieth Birthday',
`The Humanist Approach' , an interview of Russell by Studs Terkel,

Russell on Einstein, AJ. Ayer on Russell, and much more. Email
Tom Stanley, the Russell Society librarian, at tistanley@verizon.net
for a user name and password to obtain access to the members area
of the library. Similarly, you should contact Tom to bonow from
the lending library and to obtain cassettes or purchase the discount
books and postcards.
5
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REPORT ON THE 2007 BRS ANNUAL MEETING

While much of northeastern America can be a little too wami for
comfort in June, the proximity of Monmouth New Jersey to the Atlantic Ocean provides it with cool breezes and a pleasantly moderate climate in that month. With Monmouth University allcady closed
for the summ.er,. twe had the campus to ourselves, and the availability of pleasant walks around its attractive surroundings was .conducive to both solitary and social reflection. It was in this environment
that the Bertrand Russell Society held its 34th annual meeting last
year from June 8 to June 10, thanks to the hospitality of Alan
Schwerin, President of the Bertrand Russell Society, and his wife,
Helen Schwerin. (Alan and Helen also hosted anriual meetings at
Monmouth iri 1999 and 2000.) The Turrell boardroom in Bey Hall
served as the Society's home base that weekend, with dormitory
space for its members available just several buildings away.
Following registration .late Friday afternoon, the Society met for

dinner on campus at "The Club", after which they returned to Bey.
Hall for a board meeting of the Society. Following the business meeting, we relaxed in the boardroom while David Blitz updated the
Society on the progress the Bertrand Russell Audio-Visual Project
is maldng. David and four of his students (Sotzing, Rutkowski,
CavaLlo and Notaro) then provided us with some quite interesting
audio-visual samples of Russell. Friday closed with members
enjoying the Greater Rochester Russell Set's hospitality suite/salon.
The first presentation Saturday moming was Marvin Kohl's
"Bertrand Russell on Feaf' (to be published in the next issue of the
gz<czrJedy). Kohl discussed Russell' s idea that a// fear, whether it be
uncouscious, conscious, or attitudinal, is bad and ought to be eliminated. Contra Russell, Marvin argued that the deserving target is

not fear per se, but panic fear and those human ideas and practices
that tend to produce it. Tim Madigan then gave a talk on "The Bertzand Russell Case Revisited". As all Russellians .Imow, after being
denied a position at the College of the City of New York, Russell
taught for a time at the Bames Foundation in Philadelphia. How-

ever, Russell and Bames had a bitter falling out a few years later,
and in 1943, Bames selfpublished a pamphlet entitled "The Case of
Bertrand Russell versus Democracy and Education." In that panphlet, Bames argued that Russell had nothing but derision and contempt for democracy and education, and had betrayed the ideals of
6
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Bames. friend and associate John Dewey. In his talk, Tim critiqued
Bames's claims and arguments.
Russell archivist Kenneth Blackwell of MCMaster University
followed with a presentation on Russell'§ Electronic Texts. Ken ex-

plained that many of Russell's texts are now available electronically, some freely on the web, sollte at l9gin websites, and others purchasable through e-publishers. Details of sites were offered. He then
pointed out that .cue availability of the e-texts raises the prospect of
being able to search theni perhaps altogether in a "federated" search.
MCMaster's Digital Commons, where the back issues of JZzuse//
now reside.(and are accessible in their entirety to BRS members on
theintemctatdigitalcommons.mcmaster.ca/russelljoumalo,mayprovide an approach to accomplishing this. The last presentation before
lunch was by Ilmari Kortelainen on "The Compositional Method of
Analysis". Kortelainen used Russell's philosophy to demonstrate the
relationship between the method of analysis and contextuality by addressing the question: how can the principle according to which a
sentence gets it meaning frori its context be understood when one
also accepts the principle of compositionality, that the meaning of a
sentence is determined by the meanings of its constituent elements?
From the viewpoint of contemporary theory of meaning these two
semantic principles seem to be incompatible.
After lunch, there was a general meeting of the Society, followed by a panel discussion by Alan Bock, Tim Madigan, Thomas Riggius, and Peter Stone on Russell's book " I/#dersfcz"d!.#g ffis/ory, 50
years later". Following the panel discussion, Phil Ebersole presented a paper for David White, who was unable to attend the meeting.
David's paper was entitled "Russell and Horace Liveright" and described how the publishing fim of Boni & Liveright was founded
in 1916 to bring modem and controversial literature to the American readers, and how it went out of business in 1930. The company
specialized in authors whose material was considered improper,
immoral and indecent. Boni & Liveright are less well remembered

today, but the Modern Library series, which evolved out of their
publishing program, is universally known. Russell became involved
with Boni & Liveright through three books, Edzfcofz.on and f4e Good
Life (\9Z6), Marriage and Morals (192;9), and The Conquest Of
Happi-7fess (1930), all published in the later years of the fim's history. White's main focus was on Russell's personal and professional
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dealings with Horace Liveright ( 1884-1933), in particular, Russell's
difficulties with the fast and loose lifestyle of drinlL women and
song associated with the firm. The last speaker of the day was David
Blitz, on "Russell's Little Books", a series of pamphlets by Russell

that were published in Girard Kansas by Emanuel Haldeman-Julius.
Dinner consisted of a banquet (from 8:30 to 10:cO pin) at a local
Japanese Restaurant The evening was then topped off again.with the
G eater Rochester Russell Set.s hospitality suite.
Sunday.s talks opened with Gregory I.andini on "The Number of
Numbers". Gregory argued that though Frege's later work offered a
theory of numbers as objects, what is shared by Frege and Russell is
a conception of numbers in terms one-one correspondence relations,
and that on this view natural numbers are not objects and the in finity of the natural numbers may well not be necessary. Following
this was a talk by Michael Garrall on ``Russell: Between Deism and
Atheism". Chad Trainer then read.a paper entitled "Russell's Empiricist Propensities: Empiricism's Survival of Russell's `I,ast Sub•stantial Change". Trainer began by pointing out that according fo

Nick Griffin, the years in which Russell came closest to being an
"empiricist" are the years 1912 to 1914. Trainer then discussed the

limits to Russell's empiricism during the same period, and concluded by proposing an alternative view that, regardless of where
one places Russell on this sliding scale between rationalism and
empiricism, we should see Russell as more empiricist after 1914
than during the 1912-14 period.

The final paper of the annual meeting was Chris Russell on
"Kant and Russell's Logicism". Chris argued that what appears to

be a change in view for Russell on the question of whether arithmetic is analytic or synthetic a priori was actually more simply due
to a change in the meanings of the terms. Concluding the meeting
was a fine lunch at the home of Alan and Helen Schwerin.

- Chad Trainer, RC
HUMANIST NOTE. Marc Carrier, Canadian humanist, has written on
the religious agenda behind the fapade of intelligent design and the
Discovery Institute. Based on exclusive interviews, his essay will
a.ppcar .in The American Atheist in luly.

INTERVIEW
ON THE RUSSELL TRIBUNAL
AN INTERVIEW VITH NOAM CHOMSKY
BRANroN youNG

Lastyearmark;dthe40thAnniversaryofthecommencementofthe
InternationaL War Crime; Tribunal, initiated by Bertrand Russell
and known popularly as the Russell Tribunal. It was an organization
of civiLiaris acting to hold world leaders accountable for what they
viewed as grave violations of international law in the conduct of the
Vietnam war. The Russell Tribunal further aimed at gathering testimony and documents showing the massive violence perpetrated by
the United States against the Vietnamese people. Not an actual jurisprudential undertaking, it was rather an exclamation intended to
break the silence, and an affirmation 6f the responsibility that peo-

ple 6f free democracies have to be liable when international and national institutions fail.
Nearly forty years later, the legacy of the Russell Tribunal continues to be an influence in world affairs, most recently by the formation of the World Tribunal on Iraq (WTI), another citizeus' tribunal set up to assert international law by making clear the disparity
between world citizens' opinion and the action of international institutions regarding the 2003 invasion of Iraq. Like the Russell Tribunal, it chal.lenges the justificationist orthodoxy of western governments and media alike by condemning preventative war as nothing
more than a euphemism for a crime of aggression. But unlike the
Russell Tribunal, which at least received ridicule in the press, the
WTI has been ignored by the Western media where it could have its
most effect. Interestingly, many of its participants and leading organizers are women, a striking contrast to the Russell Tribunal, which
the WTI acknowledges as its model.
In the last chapter of 4/ J7ar w!./fe j4s!.c! (1970), Noam Chomsky
addresses the subject of war crimes and the Russell Tribunal. Prompted by a discussion in the Russell studies group, russelll, of a pur-

ported account of his views, I recently asked Chomsky about his
thoughts on the Russell Tribunal, its legacy, and the new WIT. The
following is an edited transcript of that correspondence.
9
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BY.. In ai [eee"t issue of the Radical Philosopky Review (v. 8. no. I),

you are quoted as saying that you refused to take part in the tribunal
and that it engaged in "self promotion" on the part of elite intelleettuals, of which. I presume you are including Russell. You are also
quoted as saying that ``...it had virtually no effect. It was just manginalized and vilified." C-an you give some comment on this, on how
the tribunal was perceived at the time, and on various pcople's adhererice to its legacy since then?

NC: I admire Russell very greatly. One of the main organizers of
the Tribunal, Vlado Dedijer, was a close personal fr'iend, also a person I admired greatly, as I did many of the participants and witnesses. The Tribunal itself was, in fact, marginalized and vilified and
that is not .contested to my knowledge. Just take a look at the press
and journal coverage at the time, and since. You'll find out the extent to which it was vilified - to the extent that it was mentioned at
all. If you are interested in the vicious treatment of Russell himself
in the American press, particularly the Avow yorfe r!.met, have a look
at the South End book JZusse;/ i.H 4mert.ca.

The people's tribunals and others since that time, including now,
vary in character. Some involve small groups of intellectuals; others
have a more popular base. Some are hailed by elite opinion - specifically, the People's Tribunal on Russian Crimes in Afghanistan.
It even got a report in the Ivew york ri.met, if I recall correctly. Elite
opinion is always very eager to focus on someone else's crimes. particularly when we can do little about them. so there is no potential
cost associated with posturing before the cameras. Those that focus
attention "the wrong way" - namely, on crimes for which we are responsible and can definitely do something about - continue be ignored or vilified. These are simply aspects of intellectual culture,
and the reaction to principled dissent, that trace back to the earliest
recorded history and are close to historical universals, to my lmowledge.
There are very well-publicized international tribunals today, some
condemned as not being harsh enough in their judgment of the crilninals, some praised for creating a larger audience for their crimes.
Their crimes, not ours. That's crucial. In a typical case, the ICJ [International Court of Justice] just a few days ago condemned Serbians for not doing enough to stop the lnassacres in Bosnia, with a

INTERVIEW WITH CHOMSKY
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toll of 70,000 Muslims killed according to the most respected recent
analyses. But there is no judgmerit condemning Americans for providing crucial support for and direction of massacres in EI Salvador
at about the same time, with al]out the same toll: perhaps 75,000.
Obviously that is vastly more serious than not doing enough to stop
them, and it was Only oho part of the. Central American slaughters
(themselves .only one part of huge crimes around the world.at the
time) for which responsibility lies in the hands of the. preserit 'incumbents in Washington or their immediate mentors, and the president
who has since been deified.in one of the most vulgar and embarrassing propaganda campaigns I can recall this side of Kin ilTSung,
reaching as far as left-liberal opinion (recently the Ivew york JZcw.en;
a/Boots). In fact, such a judgment, which would be unimaginable,
unthinkable, at other times, is another sign of the moral depravity of
the reigning intellectual culture.
I As for the legacy of the Russell Tribunal, I wish it had tuned
out to be an important step in history. I doubt that it did.

BY: Why did you decide not fo take part in the Russell Tribunal
when asked?

NC: It's true that I rejected the invitation to be one of the "judges,"
for the same reasons I have in all other such cases. Worthiness of a
cause depends on assessment of likely consequences. My judgment
at the time - and since - is that for me at Least, continued active participation in resistance and other popular efforts against the war was
more important than participating in the Tribunal, which would have
meant teminating these efforts for a considerable time, right at a
critical period. Of course it all gets vilified, but that's not the criterion: tit is], rather, [wliat are the] Likely consequences of this as com-

pared with other efforts that it naturally displaces.

BY: And the World Tribunal on Iraq ?
NC: I did not accept requests to participate in that either. I felt, and
feel, that my time could be more effectively spent. Others have to
make their own calculatious. But although, to its credit, it acknowledges the privatization of the economic resources as a crime, there
is no mention in its declaration of that of the use of private mercenaries, e.g., Blackwater USA and others, who are accountable to no

12
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one and are roughly 40,OcO personnel, according to the Government
Accountability Office. People are quite right to be concened about
the creation of a mercenary army. It is somewhat surprising that it
has taken the US this long to adopt the standard imperial patterm

French foreign legion, drkhas and sepoys, Hessians, etc.

REVIEW HSSAY
CHOMSKY AND RUSSELL REVISITED
PETER sroNE

NoaimChomsky.ProblemsOfKnowledgeandFreedom.RTeirYo[k:.
The New Press, 2003, pp. xi,Ill. USS 12.95.
Noam Chomsky, C4omsky orz 4/IaroAjsm. Ed. By Bany Pateman.
Oakland, CA: AK Press, 2005, pp. 241. USS16.95.
Noam Chomsky, GottemmeH/ I.# /Ac Fw/wre. New York: Seven
Stories Press, 2005, pp. 73. US$7.95.

The recent publication of three books by BRS honorary member
Nc)alm Chomsky ~ Problems Of Knowledge and Freedom (2003),
Chomsky on Anarchism (2005). an!d Government in Our Future
(2005)I - provides an excellent opportunity to revisit the relation
between his ideas and those of Bertrand Russell. The reason for thi-;
is not that Chomsky says something fundamentally new in these
works. Indeed, virtually all the content of these three books has
been available in one fom or another for some time.2 But together,
they collect most of Chomsky's writings relevant to an assessment
of the relation of his ideas with Russell's.
The relation between Chomsky's and Russell's ideas is worth
exploring because of their similar reputatious. Both are leading intellectuals who earned their reputatious through their work in highly
technical fields. Both became radical critics of the existing social
order and made use of their raputatious to help get their criticisms
before a wider audience. As a result, both have had to face the accusation that they are nosing around in areas outside their areas of ex-

pertise. Why should their social criticisms be regarded as anything
These three works will be cited here as PKF, C4 and GF, [especttively
Problems Of Knowledge and Freedom was originally quhiist\ed l.y Panthcon Books in 1971 and C»ousky on i4narchism is a collection of previous
essays and interviews that includes both welllcnown classics and more recent and lesser-known pieces. Only Govemmenf ..n Chfr F«givre is available
here for the first time, but it is based on a talk given at the Potryr Center in
New Yoric City 1970, being the first complete published transcription of
that lecture.
13
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but mere carping? Is there something more to their ideas than that? 3
In these three works, Chomsky displays a keen awareness of
wliat meaningful social criticism, as opposed to mere carping, re-

quires. "Social action," he writes,

must be arimated by a vision of a future society, and by explicit
judgments of value concerning the character of this future society. These judgments must derive. from some concept of the
nature of man, and one may seek empirical foundatiois by investigating man's nature as it is revealed by his behavior and
his creations, material, intellectual, and social (C4,113-114).

Social criticism - or, for that matter, a defense of the status quo, or
any kind of social action in between - thus rests ultimately upon
some conception of human nature, a conception that "is usually tacit
and inchoate, but it is always there, perhaps implicitly, whether one
chooses to leave things as they are and cultivate one's garden, or to
work for small changes, or for revolutionary ones" (C4 190). It is
the development of a meaningful and defensible- account of human
nature - and through it the development of a compelling social vision - that distinguishes positive social criticism from merely negative hectoring.
Inallthreebooksundercoisideration,Chomskylaysouthisvision of a better society along with the conception of human nature
that he believes underlies it. The most concise statement of both the
vision and the conception appears in Govemme"f i.H OLfr Fw/wre.

Here, Chomsky contrasts four visions of what .goverrment in the
future might look like - classical liberal, Libertarian socialist, state
socialist, and state capitalist, the last of which is meant to represent
the American political system at present. The core of Chomsky's
argument is twofold. First, the classical liberal and libertarian socialist visions each have the same basic conception of human nature
at their core, and libertarian socialism is the vision that would do
most justice to that conception in complex and technologically ad3 See, e.&. RIc;drard A+ Pona, Public Intellectuals: A Snidy Of Decline

(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2003) and Paul Johnson,
/Hfe/fectods (New York: Harper & Row, 1988) for such criticisms. For
responses to Posner and Jchnson, respectively, see Russell Jacoby, "Cornering the Market in Chutzpah," £os i4wge/es ri-met, January 27, 2002 and
Christopher Hitchens, "The Life of Johnson," in For fAe Slalie a/,4rgz.men/
Qvew York: Verso, 1993).
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vanced societies such as our owli. Second, the state socialist and
state capitalist visions - represented by V.I. Lenin in the first case
and Robert MCNamara in the second - share fundamentally the
same conception of human nature, a conception that is markedly inferior to, and less inspiring than, the conception underling libertarlan socialism
The c6nception of human nature that Chomsky sees underlying
both classical liberalism and libertarian socialism is coriiplex.. Hiinran
beings have a natural need to control their own lives, an "instinct for
freedom," as Bakunin famously put it.4 This need expresses itself
individually through the need for meaningful work and collectively
through the need for democratic association. Healthy people leading
healthy lives are free people, and free people both engage in creative work and relate to each other as equals. People are not free to
the extent that they must obey the orders.of others; when people relate to one another as master and servant, especially in the work-

place, they are both alienated from their powers of creativity and
denied the meaningful connection with .others that democrac-y
makes possible.5
To derive a vision of modem society from this conception of human nature requires some understanding of how society works, of
how people who act in accordance to the conception will be affected by different forms of social organization at a given time. Here,
Chomsky argues, classical liberalism did not so much go wrong as
become outdated; social conditions changed, and with them changed
the nature of the fundamental threat to human freedom. In the past,
state power could reasonably be described as the gravest threat to
freedom; in the modem era, private power poses just as big a threat,
if not a bigger one. The classical liberal vision is thus antiquated,

Quoted in CH, 155.

Or course, not all master-servant relations are alike. In capitalist work-

places, but not authoritarian regimes. workers have the right of erz.f, even if
they lack a voice in how both sorts of organizations are run. Chomstry does
not believe that the existence of an exit option can meaningfully compensate for the lack of a free and equal voice in the government of any organization. For an interesting effort to contrast exit and voice in organizations
of all Sorts, see Albert 0. Hirschman, I:rz.f, I/oz.ce, and fo}Ialg/.. Responses
to Decline in Firms, Organizations, and Stoles, [ewised end. ¢C8ualDndg€,
MA: Harvard Univasity Press, 1972).
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and requires updating. Chomsky's argument on this point is worth
quoting at length:

To summarize, the first concept of the state that I want to establish as a point of reference is classical liberalism. Its doctrine
is that state functions should be drastically limited. But this familiar characterization is a very superficial one. More deeply,
the classical liberal view develops from a certain concept of
human riature, one that stresses the importance of diversity and
free creation, and therefore this view is in fundamental opposilion to industrial capitalism with its wage slavery, its alienated
labor, and its hierarchic and authoritarian principles of social
and economic organization. At least in its ideal fomL, classical
liberal thought is opposed to the concepts of possessive individualism, that are intrinsic to capitalist ideology. For this reason, classical Liberal thought seeks to eliminate social fetters
and replace them with social bonds, and not with competitive
greed, predatory individualism, and not, of course, with corporate empires - state or private.
"Classical libertarian thought seems to me," he concludes, "to lead

directly to libertarian socialism, or anarchism if you like, when combined with an understanding of industrial capitalism (22-3 ).
The collection CAomsky o# 4#archz.sin covers much of the Same
ground as Gover#me#! i." /*e Fw/#re. It does, however, stress two
other points that are worth noting. First, his argument depends on
the assumption that human nature is not a /flbw/a rus¢, that is has certain fixed features that it brings to the table in interacting with the
world. Second, the state and capitalism are not the only threats

posed today to human freedom. Indeed, it is impossible to compile a
List of possible threats that will be valid and relevant for all time.
Rather, the conception of human nature that he endorses prescribes
a method for formulating social vision, the results of which will
change as social conditions change and as social knowledge advances. Chomsky relates both points together in the following
Passage:

Looked at in this way, the empty organism view is conservative, in that it tends to legitimate structures of hierarchy and
domination. At least in its Humboldtian version [Chomsky
relies hcavily on Wilhelm von Humboldt's work, especially
his book Z7zc ft.mz.ts a/Srofe i4c/I-o«], the classical liberal view,
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with its strong innatist roots, is radical in that, consistently

pursued, it challenges the legitimacy of estal]lished coercive
institutions. Such iustitutious face a hcavy burden of proof: it
must be shown that under existing conditions, perhaps because
of some overnding consideration of deprivation or threat,
some form of authority, hierarchy, and domination is justified, .
despite the prima facie case against it - a burden that can rarely be met. One can understand why there is Such a persistent
attack on Enlightenment ideals, with their fundamentally subversive convent (C4174).

The ilmatist view of human nature that Chomsky endorses implies
that all possible threats of human freedom should be challenged
and, if possible, overcome. Note that while in Goverr.mc«f I.» /Ae
Fwj"re Chomsky uses `anarchism' and ` libertarian socialism' interchangeably, in CAomsky o» ,4/.arcAism he restricts the Latter to the
specific social vision he has in mind for modem societies, while the
former refers to the general method of challenging threats to human
freedom that he recommends. Chomsky is thus both an anarchist
and a libertarian socialist; the latter commitment depends heavily on
his understanding of social conditions, whereas the former commitment depends only on his conception of human nature itself.
The social criticisms made by Russell and Chomsky are similar
in many ways. Does that mean that Chomsky's social vision is Russell's as well? And do they share the same conception of human nature? Chomsky greatly admires Russell and discusses his ideas fre-

quently.6 "To several generations, mine among them," he whtes,
"Russell has been an inspiring figure, in the problems he posed and
the causes he championed, in his iusights as well as what is left unfinished" (PIKF, x). It is his concern with what Russell has left unfinished or unsatisfactorily resolved that motivates Chomsky's views
on Russell. Chomsky does not approach Russell as an intellectual
historian, determined in getting precise about what Russell had in
mind. Rather, he approaches Russell as a source for intellectual inspiration, for ideas that may be of use in fomulating his own positions. Thus, the similarities between Chomsky's and Russell's ideas
about human nature and social vision are there, but the differences
are there as well.
6 See, e.g., C#,156,194-195, 205.
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Chomsky's most systematic engagement with Russell's thought
is .in Problems Of Kpowledge and irreedom. Based on the R:us=Ou
Lectures delivered by Chomsky at Cambridge University a year
after Russell's death, this book takes up Russell's rmture views on
knowledge and freedom with an eye for their relevance to contemporary concerns. One of the lectures is devoted.to questions of knowledge and the other to questions of froedom. Chomsky perceives
some unifying threads in Russell's writings on the two topics and
draws them out, not coincidentally relating Russell's conception of
human nature and his social ideals to Chomsky's own (P:KF, x-xi).
Chomsky takes Russell's 1948 Hwma# K#ow/edge as representtative of Russell's mature (in fact, final) position on questions of
epistemology.7 He sees the mature Russell as redognizing that pure
empiricism alone could not account for the knowledge human beings obtain. Both prescientific knowledge, the knowledge people
obtain naturally without scientific .reflection, and the philosophical
study of the relationship betvyeen knowledge and experience require
specific fixed cognitive inechahisris for knowledge acquisition. It
cannot just be bald induction from experience plus generalized reasoning capacity, not least because the principle of induction itself,
which is necessary to derive cr#)/frfeing from experience, seems hard
to ground in reason alone. In Russell's words, "Either, therefore, we
know something independently of experience, or science is moonshine" (PKF| 4). Chomsky believes that this insight suggests the
existence of a human nature with certain fixed capacities that it uses
to derive working knowledge from a relatively infomation-poor environment (although he concedes that Russell might not have agreed
with him on this). Chomsky sees his own work on the nature of human language as providing insight into how one particular human
capacity works; this insight might be used as a starting point for the
study of other, less accessible human cognitive systems.
This view of human nature as having certain fixed capacities
that determine how we are capable of interacting with the world has
certain implications. It suggests, for example, that there might be
limits to the kinds of knowledge that human beings can have. "We
might say," Chomsky whtes,

Bcfrond E\+issct\, Human Knowledge: Its Scope and Limits Qlow Yock:.
Simon and Schuster, 1948).
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that our mental constitution permits us to arrive at knowledge
of the world insofar as our innate capacity to create theories
happens to match some aspect of the structure of the world.
By exploring various faculties of the mind, we might, in principle, come to understand what theories are more readily accessible to us than others, or what potential thcories are accessible to us at all, what forms of scientific knowledge.can be attained, if the world is kind enough. to. have the required properties. Where it is not, we may be able to develop a hind of "intellectual technology" - say, a technique of prediction that will,
. for some reason, work within limits - but not to attain what
might properly be called 'scientific understanding or commonsense knowledge (PKF, 20).
There might, for example, be languages that from. a purely logical
standpoint do not seem more demanding to lean than English, but
that the cognitive capacities of humaus do not allow them to "pick
up" as easily as virtually every American or British child leans
English. Similar constraints might app.Iy to noulinguistic knowledge
systems. Chomsky further suggests that by this view. the principles
demonstrated by human knowledge patterns "are a priori for the
species - they provide the framework for interpretation of experience and the construction of specific forms of knowledge on the
basis of experience - but are not necessary or even natural properties of all imaginable systems that might serve the functions of human language" (PKF, 44-5).
While rejecting the /abc//a ras¢ thus has many philosophical implications, it is the political implications that attract Chomsky's atteathon .in Problems Of Knowledge and Freedom. Chormsky sees

Russell's admission of a fixed human nature with certain definite
capacities as supportive of Russell's political vision The political
ideals that Russell held, according to Chomsky, cannot be sustained
if human beings are as malleable as the /czbzt/a rusa conception of
human nature is accurate. Why demand that the political system be
molded to fit human needs, if human beings can be molded to fit the
political system? The recognition that human nature is richer than
that is the necessary foundation for any social vision based on human freedom. something that both Russell and Chomsky tried to
construct.
As for Russell's own social vision and conception of human nature, they are lielnahably similar to Chomsky.s. With regard to the
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latter, Russell views humans as free agents whose natural development requires opportunities for individual creativity and selfexpression along with egalitarian and democratic relationships with others.
Chomsky describes this as "a humanistic conception of man. with
due respect for man's intrinsic nature and the admirable fom it
might achieve" (PKF, 54). With regard to the fomer, Russell endorses a fom of social organization similar to those advocated by
anarohists Mikhail Bakunin and Peter Kropotkin.8 These two anarchist thinkers, whtes Chomsky,

had in mind a highly organized form of society, but a society
that was organized on the basis of organic units, organic communities. And generally they meant by that the workylace and
the neighborhood, and from those two basic units there could
derive through federal amngements a highly integrated kind
of Social organization, which might be national or even international in scope (C4 133).
The social vision offered by Russell is appropriate to the modem
age - grounded in his "humanistic conception of man" - also turns
out to be strikingly similar to the libertarian socialism advocated by
Chomsky, a social vision infomed by a conception of human nature
very similar to Russell's.
Any attempt to assimilate Russell's political vision to Chomsky's,
however, must deal with two potential stumbling blcoks. First, there
is the matter of the rationalist model of human beings, in which
people are born with certain cognitive abilities that do far more than
simply compile data from the environment. Chomsky endorses this
model, identifies elements of it in Russell, and linlrs it to his vision
of human beings as free creatures that require both creative selfexpression and egalitarian social relations. But the link is not as
clear as Chomsky would have it.9 Granted, a coneaption of human
beings as totally malleable could not support a vision of a free
society, or any other social vision for that matter. But the basic
insight that people have inhom capacities of one sort or another
could be developed in many different directions, some humane and
enlightened, some not. It could be used, for example, to justify a
8 For e.cample, in B\ussctrs Roads to Freedom: Socialism Ararclism, and

gyF##%£#\nc£=tF\%%y+srtye£#.todchvedighienedpo\±tiied
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patriarchal society on grounds that women are "built" differently
than men. 0leedless to say, this is not a hypothetical scenario.)
Indeed, the unenlightened uses of the idea of a fixed human nature
throughout history have arguably outhumberod the enlightened
ones. It was recognition of this fact, I suspect that led Russell
himself to perceive a relationship between empiricism (i.e., a
conception of human nature. that attributed much more to social
environment than -to inborn capacity) and liberal democracy - for
example, in his essay "Philosophy and Politics." '° This fact does
not demolish Chomsky's case, but it does suggest that the Link
between Chomsky's philosophical work on language and the mind
and the conception of human nature he needs to sustain his
libertarian socialism is even more tentative than he has so far
admitted.''
Second, there is the matter of anarchism. As noted before,
Chomsky's vision of the appropriate fom of social organization for
a modem industrial society is very similar to that advocated by Russell. But while Chomsky elriploys the iem `anarehism' to describe
his approach to social vision, Russell's relationship to the ten is
ambiguous. On the one hand, he once described anarchism as "the
ultimate idcal to which society should approximate" (cited in PKF,
implications from rationalism and nefarious political implications from em-

piricism, see John Searle, "The Rules of the Language Game," rfroes fz./ertzry
Sapp/emen/, Septeniber 10, 1976 and Bemard Williams, "Where Chomsky
Stands," Ivei(; york Revt.cw a/Boots, November I I , 1976.
Bertland Russell, "Philosophy and Politics," in I/qupf{/ar Essays (New
Yolk: Simon and Schuster, 1950), I-20.
11
Chomsky is on firmer ground when he links the possibility of creativity
and selfLexpression with a mind fixed within certain limits. "The principles
of mind," he whtes, "provide the scope as well as the limits of human creativity. Without such principles, scientific understanding and creative acts
would not be possiblcL [f all h]potheses are initially on a par, then no scientific understanding can possibly be achieved, since there will be no way to
sdect among the vast array of theories compatible with our limited evidence
and, by hypothesis, equally accessible to the mind. One who abandons all
forms, all conditions and constraints, and merely acts in some random and
entirely willful manner is surely not engrged in artistic creation, whatever
else he may be doing" (PKF, 49-50). A completely uncoustrained mind,
then, `rmild have difficulty creating or learning anything. For further dis-

cussion of the link betveen constraints (sdf-imposed or otherwise) and creative expression, see Ton Elster, «/ysfes I/hooetnd (New York: Cambridge
Univesity Press, 2000), ch. 3.
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59-60). On the other hand, he perceived the social system he advocated - a decentralized, federated system of democratically organized communities and workplaces - as an alternative to, and not an
embodiment of, anaiehism. (`Guild socialism' was his ten for it, as
Chomsky acknowledges; see PKF, 60.) The difference may be more
or less terminological; still, Russell's complex relationship to the
. word should make one pause before equating.his political position
withthatofanavdwedanaLchist.likeChomsky.L2
Neither of these stimbling blocks, however, need prove fatal t-o
Chomsky's endeavor. His goal, after all, is less to assimilate Russell's political position to his own than to identify political ideas in
Russell's writings that may be of use to social critics today. These
ideas have been developed by Chomsky in ways that would seem
strange to Russell, and they certainly require further development in
light of the questions and difficulties posed by them. In the end, however, anyone interested in understanding Russell the social critic
would do well to consult these three books. In doing so, one might
not only lean ;omething about the ideals underlying Russell's social criticism, one might also lean something about which elements
of those ideals are worth preserving for use by today's social critics.
Political Science Department
Stan ford University
Stanford, CA 94305-6044 USA
peter.stone@stanford.edu

L2 To some extent, the word `socialism. plays a role in Russell.s thought sim-

ilar to that played in Chomsky.s by `anarchism' - designating less a concrete
political system and more a way of formulating social ideals. Indeed, Russell
takes anarchism to be a concrete political system while Chomsky takes it to
be a way of formulating social ideals, and Russell takes socialism to be a
way of formulating social ideals while Chomsky takes it to be a concrete political system. "Russell bdieved." Chomsky writes, "that `socialism, like
ever)thing else that is vital, is rather a tendency than a strictly definable
body of doctrine. ' [t shoukL therefore, undergo constant change as society
evolves" (PKF, 58). This fact goes a long way toward explaining why they
agree on so much but have different assessments of anarchism.

BOOK RHVIEW
THEMES SPINOZISTIC, LEIBNIZIAN, AND RUSSELLIAN
WILLIAM EVERDELL

M:awh!ow Stowact.. The Courtier and the Heretic: Leibniz, Spinoza,

and the Fate Of God in the Moder.n irorld,NY.. "orton, 2.006
How can a book on two sevente;nth century rationalists by a businessman who retired early to study philosophy be important for Russell studies? Let's begin by recognizing that it is an excellent introduction to the history of philosophy, nearly as enticing - though
hardly as comprehensive -as Russell's own. A longer answer would
have two parts: first, that Russell's mast notorious legacy to the
non-philosophical reader has been arguments for atheism antici-.
`pated first by Baruch Spinoza and later by the "Spinozists" of the
radical Enlighteninent. Second, Russell's greatest intellectual breakthrough, his refounding of ontology on mathematical set theory and
logic, followed immediately on his thorough revaluation of seventeenth century philosophy in general and particularly of the philosophy of Gottffied Leibniz, which was a major inspiration for.him.
Indeed, two other early influences, Ijouis Couturat and Charles
Sanders Peirce, were Leibniz editors.
Russell's first book was about Geman Democratic Socialism,
his second about Geometry, but his thud was about Leibniz, written
after he took over J. M. E. MCTaggart's introductory historical lectures on philosophy in 1899. ("Accident led me to read Leibniz, because he had to be lecdired upon.")I The whtings of the prolific,

polymathic German rationalist were scattered, many unpublished,
and in three languages, but Russell knew all three and became a
good editor. (They are less scattered now; the first real attempt at a
complete edition, begun in 1923 in eight series, reaches the twentieth printed volume of Series One, the second of Series Seven, and
soon begins going direct to the internet.) Russell was excited to find
in the available texts a sort of Rorschach for his own emerging intellectLral concerns, especially on the foundations of mathematics.
t Bettrand Rlussct\, The Autobiograpky Of Bertrand Russell (London.. Etoutledge, 2000), p.136
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In Leibniz he saw, first, an extreme example of the seventeenth century's faith - almost an alternative religion i in the apodeictic certainty of mathematics, and the hope that it could be applied in ways
that would bring all intellectual conflict to an end.
The other aspect of Leibniz's thought that seems to have fascinated Russell was the Geman.s lifeldng struggle with what Leibniz
called "the labyrinth" I- the antinomy of continuity/discontinuity and the fact, which. is reinforced by the calculus .that Leibniz coinvented, that the numbers on the real number line, and possibly ire
parts of anything (but never the integers), succeed each other without any "between." 2 So arbitrarily small was the separation from .a
real nuniber's predecessor and successor that Leibniz and his contemporaries baptized it "infinitesimal." Much of analysis, or the postcalculus study of functions, has depended on proofs that some sets
with an infinite number of elements sum to a finite number - especially those whose elements are infinitesimal. The acceptance of this
continuity of number, and perhaps of sp.ace, was unavoidable; but
did that imply that the material universe was sindlarly `composed of
inseparable parts? Or were there places in space that were empty of
matter?
Much of physics since Leibniz's time has depended on the assumption, as old as Leucippus and Democritus, that the universe is
composed only of matter and void. We -scientists, philosophers and
twenty-first century laypersons alike - still believe that all matter is
made of separable particles, small but never infinitesimal, called molecules or atoms (later split, to the confusion of Democriteahs, into yet
more integral and separable particles like hadrous or leptous), wliich
have nothing at all between them. That doctrine, called atomism,
was an obvious threat to religion as far back as Epicurus, and seventeenth century European thinkers wrestled continually with the onLeibniz's remarks on continuity which are cited by Russell in his PA!-/asophy Of Leibniz (\9Ourty come from Lcthri\z. Die philosophische Schrif iten
(ed„ Gerhardt, Berlin,1875-90): vl, pp338, 403, 416; v2, pp77, 98, 261,
278, 279, 282, 300, 304, 305, 315, 379, 475, 515, 517; v3, pp583, 591; v4,

pp91-93, 394, 491; v5, ppl42,144,145, 209; v6, p629; v7, ppl8, 404, 552.

Repeated, in the order Russell took them up in his PAi./asapky a/dei.b#i.z,
1900: v2, p98, 77; vl,p403; v5, pl44,145; v6, p629; vl, p338; v5, p209;
v2, p305, 315; v4, p9l-93, 394; v2, p379, 475, 278, 282; v3, p583; v4,
p49l; v5, pl42; vl, p416; v3, p591; v2, p279; v7, pl8; v2, p515, 300, 304;
v7, p404, 552; v2, p261, 517, 304.
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tology of atoms and of void, or empty space, and its atheistic implicatious. If gods or God were not made of atoms, their existence was
less likely, and if the void was truly empty, there might be no place
for them. More crucially, if all the carises of change could be reduced
to the consequences of encounters of atoms, and if; as Epicums and
I,ucretius had argued, there was a random element, or "swerve," in
atomic motions, there was no necessity for God or gods to intervene
in the cosmos at all. On' this- great question Pascal went one way,
Spinoza the other, and Leibniz clung to the middle of the road.
For Matthew Stewart, the great issue in Leibniz.s life is neither
mathematical logic nor continuity, but whether he is capable of ac- .
knowledging the atheistic implications of virtually all his philosophical work. Matthew sets up Spinoza as the lone climber defending the heretical proposition (nearly unthinkable in his time) that
there is no God separate from the material universe, nor any scripture or other supernatural self-revelation of its being or activities.
Leibniz he suits up for this bout as "the courtier," a paradigmatic
compromiser of truth for community - eveh conviviality - trying to
negotiate a theist peace among the warring thedlogiaus and the disdainful atheists. The only meetings between Spinoza and Leibniz
were in November 1676, when Leibniz visited Spinoza in The
Hague; during that month the two had frequently discussions together. These meetings serves Stewart as the fulcrum of his narrative, and what the two said to each other, which is almost completely undocumented, is teased out of other sources and woven into a

paradigmatic confrontation between the lonely courage of atheism
and the busy hypocrisy of religious diplomacy.
In the process, the reader gets a good introduction to the philosophical interests and achievements of both men, as Stewart skillfully attaches them to their memorably described characters. For
Leibniz, in Chapter 5, "God's Attorney," Stewart gives a summary
of the aims set forth by the 25-yearold Leibniz in his ultimately
successful attempt to secure the lifetime patronage of the Elector of
Harmover. He had aheady achieved some of them: a universal mathematical language, proof of the existence of the vacuum, a mathematical account of motion, a calculating machine, three new optical
devices, a means of measuring longitude, a submarine, an air com-

pressor pump, a summary of natural law jurisprudence, a solution to
the mind-body problem, t`ro arguments for the Catholic do6trine of
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transubstantiation, and proof of the two principles . that everything
has a sufficient reason for.being, and that the ultimate reason for all
things is God ®p 89-90).
Spino2a's philosophical career is to be found largely in the even~
numbered chapters. He began it by publishing a laudatory critical
summary of Descades. He then followed the modest success of this
work with a book that was to resonate through the next centny- and
a.haif as the first comprehensive and thoroughgoing attack on scripturalism, or what Americans would call the fundamentalist reading
of the Brbhe.. The Tractatus Theologo-Politicus |Theological-Politica/ rrcafise, 1670]. Discussed at length in Chapter 6, "The Hero of
the People," the rrtzctafus maintains that the Bible, especially the
Hebrew Bible, is <to be read as history - the fragmentary history,
corrupted by nyth and wishful thinking, of a people foolishly convinced that they were favorites of God. The E/rfe!.cs, published posthumously in 1678, escapes the careful attention Stewart. gives the
rrtzcfajus, but it is not misrepresented, least of all its remarkable
materialist pantheism, -expressed in the famous phrase, "Dezrs, sz.ve
Ivafwrtz." ("God or Nature.") The poet Novalis may have thought
Spinoza, "a man dnmk with God," and Einstein may have `foelieve[d]

in Spinoza's God who reveals himself in the orderly hamony of
what exists, not in a God who concerns himself with the fates and
actions of human beings,"3 but for the "Spinozists" of the French
and later Enlightenments, Spinoza was simply the first thoroughgoing scientific athofst.
For Bertrand Russell both Leibniz and Spinoza were monu-

ments of Western Philosophy. For Matthew Stewart, they are just as
monumental, but Spinoza, who influenced Russell less, is a persecuted hero in Stewart's story, and Leibniz, who influenced Russell
much more, is a convivial, compromising coward. I doubt Russell
was either of those, and I think Stewart exaggerates his characteri2atious; but the reader will enjoy the argument and should judge for
him- or herself, as my high-school juniors and seniors have this year.
William R. Everdell teaches History at St. Ann's School, Brooklyn,
NY, and is working on a book on the evangelical countercenlighienment.
Einstein to Rabbi Hefoert S. Goldstein (1929) in answer to Goldstein's
telegraphed question .whether he believed in God

DISCUSSION

IS ANALYTIC PHILOSOPHY AN ILLUSION?
A REPLY TO PRESTON
MICHAEL BEANEY

In his paper on `The Implications
of Recent
in the
of
•Analytic.Philosophy',I
Aaron Preston
offersWork
a sketch
of History
the history
of conceptualizatious of analytic philosophy and argues that the genre
of "analytic philosophy" is an illusion. Preston is right to point out
some of the problems that face attempts to define `analyti6 philosophy', but he draws the wrong conclusion from his historiographical
investigations. Indeed, that conclusion undermines the value of his
investigations. There may be no set of views accepted by all and only
those who.have traditionally been regarded as analytic philosophers,
but that does not mean that analytic philosop.hy does not exist; it just
means that we need to conceptualize it more carefully. Preston's paper has three sections. I shall comment on each in turn.
I APPROACHES TO THE HISTORY OF ANALYTIC PHILOSOPHY

In the first section of his paper, Preston distinguishes three stages in
the history of conceptualizations of analytic philosophy. The first he
calls "proto-history", involving first-hand accounts by those working
in the fomative period of analytic philosophy. The second is "new
wave histoly' (seen as pursued by Nicholas Griffin, Peter Hacker,
Peter Hylton, and me, among others), which challenges the received
views, and seeks to offer accounts more faithful to the actual history
of analytic philosophy. The third is "analytic histoly' (exemplified,
most notably, by Michael Dummett and Scott Soames), which provides rational reconstructions of the history of analytic philosophy.
Preston is right to identify a "proto-historical" stage, since firsthand accounts do indeed coustrfute important data without adding
up to an historical story in themselves. But Preston fails to stress the
multifarious and often inconsistent nature of this data. The period
Preston has in mind runs from roughly 1900 to 1950, but there were
I Preston 2005. [n what follows, page references are to this paper.
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significant developments within this period, mostly notably, in relation to the linguistic turn, which was atguably only properly taken by
Wittgeustein in the rrac/at«s. According to Preston, the "tendency
among proto-histbrical authors" was to treat the view that the analysis of language was the method of philosophy as "the central doctrine of analytic philosophy" ®. 12). But as Preston later recognizes
®. 16), this was not the view of R-ussell and Moore in the carly phase
of'an;lytic philosophy, and indeed, even in his later 'work, Mobre
rejected the view. Yet in talking of this as the ``received view", Preston persists in regarding the proto-historical stage as being far more
unified than it actually was,
I also find it surprising that Preston treats "analytic -histoly' as a
third stage, suggesting as it does that it is a response to "new wave
history.. A,dmittediy. Dummett. s Origins Of Analytical Philosopky

(1993) was published a/fer the pioneering work of Hylton (1990)
and Griffin (1991) on Russell, and Soames' two volumes on P4i./osophical Analysis in the Twentieth Century (2003) heIve only rece"+
ly appeared. Yet these are retrograde works, taking us back to the
historiographically primiti.ve days of "rational recoustructious" of
the kind illustrated .by Dummett's first book, Frege.. P^J./osopky a/
£angc/czge (1973). Preston acknowledges the deficiencies of Dummett's and Soames' contributions to the history of analytic philosophy, but provides no justification for regarding them as in any way
evolving ow/ a/ new wave history. If anything, I would have reversed the order: the geure of analytic history came into being before new wave history. At the very least, it would have been better
to have seen analytic history and new wave history as just two ap-

proaches to the history of analytic philosophy. The former has its
merits, but in my view, the latter is far more sophisticated, historiographically, and takes seriously the aim of getting the history rz'gAf.2
2 Preston admits in fn. I that "Some works may occur out of sequence and
others may not fit precisely into a category but be transitional stages with
charactedstics of several stages". Nevertheless, he claims, "These are exceptions ... the general trend of development is well represented by this
three stage schema". As far as his second and third stages are concerned,
however, I think he is mistaken. Most of those working on the history of
analytic philosophy today want to go beyond mere "rational reconstruction".
Dummett and Soames have been widely criticized for getting the history
wrong. For criticism of Soames, for example, see Kremer 2005, Beaney
2006.
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2 DEFINING `ANALYTIC PHILOSOPHY'

In the second section of his paper, Preston takes the taxonomy of
definitious of analytic philosophy offered by Haus-Johann Glock
(2004), and claims that only doctrinal definitions are of the right
kind to identify a philosophical school. Preston dismisses,. in other
words, topical, methodoLogical, stylistic, genetic, and family resemblance characterizatious of analytic philosophy. But I find his reas;us for this dismissal unconvincing. Even if we allow that philosophical schools are individuated by their doctrines, this does not exclude consideration of other features, since, for any characterization
in terms of some other feature, a corresponding doctrine can always
be formulated. Assume, for example, that a certain method of analysis is dis.tinctive of analytic philosophy. Then a corresponding doctrine can be formulated to the effect that this method is a central
method of philosophy. Even in the case of genetic or family resemblance characterizatious, colTesponding doctrines can be formulated.
Analiric philosophy might be (partly) defined, say, by the view that
Frege's and Russell's work is an essential point of reference in discussions of fundamental issues in the philosophy of language, logic
and mathematics.3
Preston suggests that what -unites a pAz./asapAj.ca/ scAoo/ is its set

of defining doctrines. But if this is how `philosophical school' is to

be understood, then analytic philosophy should not be thought of as
a philosophical school. There have been periods in the history of ana1ytic philosophy when philosophical schools (in something like the
sense Preston has in mind) were important parts of it - most notably,
during the late 1920s and early 1930s, when the Cambridge School
of Analysis (so-called at the time) and the Vienna Circle were active.4
But as `analytic philosophy' has come to be used today, it has a far
broader sense, encompassing a range of subtraditious, as I would
describe it. This is precisely what makes it appropriate to consider
topical, methodological, stylistic, genetic, and family resemblance
features in characterizing analytic philosophy. In this respect, analytic philosophy might be compared to the religious movement we call
Again, in a footnote later on, Preston admits that we can see "non-doctrinaL definitions as containing implicit doctrinal definitions" (fu. 8). But then I

am baffled as to why he didn't make this point in the section where he discLLsses definitions of analytic philosophy.
Cf. Bcaney 2003, §§ 6.6, 6.7.
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`Christianity', regarded as composed of the Roman Catholic Church,

the Anglican Church, the Methodist Churoh; and so on. Analytic
philosophy is no more a single school than Christianity is a single
church. Of course, we might say that Christianity is united in its belief in the divinity of Jesus Christ, but this is manifested in so many
different ways that a full characterization requires specification of
the different conceptions, creeds, pracdees, etc., that define the constituent chuehes. h assu.ming that analytic philosophy must be constnred as a philosophical scho.ol, Preston has misunderstood the nature of what it is he is attempting to explain.

painted himself into. For in rejecting both non-doctrinal and revisionist definitions, all Preston finds himself left with is the tradition-.
al doctrinal definition - the "received view", as he altematively calls
it. But this, too, he describes as "not accurate" ®. 23).. So where are
we left? This is where his distinction between "benighted" and "illusionist" definitions comes in. According to Preston, benighted traditiQnalists accept the reeeived view, but fail to realize its inadequacy, .
illusionists, however, do realize its inadequacy, brit still manage to
"accept" it. What the illusionist rejects is the following assumption:
(I) Analytic philosophy is a philosophical school.

3 pRESTON's ILLusroN[sM

But in rejecting (I), he claims, the illusionist is not thereby commit-

Having rejected "non-doctrinal" (descriptive) definitions of analytic

philosophy, Preston offers an altemative (evaluntive) taxonomy in the
third and fmal section of his paper. Under the general heading of doctrinal definitions, he first distinguishes between "traditional" and "revisionist" definitions, and then divides the .former into "benighted"
and "illusionist" definitions.5 Traditional definitions he simply characterizes as "doctrinal definitions that keep to the received view'., that
is, the view that analytic philosophy is prindly concerned with the
analysis of language (p. 23). He takes these definitions to have been
undemined by new wave history. This leaves revisionist definitions, which reclassify philosophers according to some alternative
definition. Ray Monk, L. J. Cohen and Dagfinn Fgllesdal are given
as examples of revisionist historians of analytic philosophy. But by
reclassifying, Preston argues, revisionism fails to explain "first, analytic philosophy's meteoric rise to power in the twentieth century,
and, second, the fact that, even if there never was any real philoso-

phical unity in analytic philosophy, it was for a long time thought
that there was, and that it consisted in a metaphilosophical view according to which the nature of the philosophical enterprise was linguistic" (p. 26).

I agree that an account of analytic philosophy must explain its
rise and the various conceptualizatious of it (including its own seLfimages). But I was puzzled by the comer that Preston seems to have
5 The diagram that Preston offers on p. 22 in introducing his ta}¢onomy is
misleading, for it suggests that the final subdivision is a division within
"revisionist" definitions, whereas Preston says on p. 27 that the subdivision
is within "traditional" definitions.

ted to finding a nondoctrinal definition. Preston intes:
the illusionist does not pretend, as those who offer nonrdoctrinal
definitions do, that the lack of defining doctrines doesn't matter
to a.nalytic philosophy's nature as a philosophical school, and
that the group represented by the received view can be recast
as something lacking philosophical unity without destroying .
its philosophical nature and legitimacy. Instead, recognizing
the centrality of the received view to the actual, historical developments associated with the name "analytic philosophy" (and
vz.ce-ve7:Sa), illusionists allow it to exercise total control over
the definition of analytic philosophy: for the illusionist, analytic philosophy is exactly what the received view says it is.
In this respect, the illusionist view endorses a traditional
definition. However, while other traditional definitio.ns conflict with [the results of new wave history], the illusionist is

saved from this precisely by treating analytic philosophy as an
illusion. Thus, the illusionist is a traditionalist concerning whaf
analytic philosophy is supposed to be, but differs from other
traditionalists concerning who/Aer analytic philosophy exists
at all. ®. 27)

According to Preston, then, `analytic philosophy' does indeed
mean what the received view says it means; it is just that there is
nothing answering to that description. Denying the existence of analytic philosophy, however, cannot be the right conclusion to draw
from new wave history, and is inconsistent with Preston's own talk
of analytic philosophy in his paper. For if analytic philosophy does
not exist, then what is Preston doing in whting about the history of
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analytic philosophy? He stresses the need - quite rightly - to explain
the rise of analytic philosophy and the various conceptualizatious of
it; but what, then. is being explained? Clearly, there must be something that is the object of all the ®r-oductive and legitimate) work
that is currently being done on the history of analytic philosophy.
That ot.ject may not constitute a "philosophical school", as Preston
understands it, but there are certain figures widely regarded as analytic philosophers, such is Frege, Russell, Moore, Wittgeustein and
Camap, whose work is the source of the variety of interconnected
approaches and subtraditious that fall under the general umbrella of
`analytic philosophy' .

The inconsistency in Preston's position is reflected in a crucial
ambiguity in his talk of rejecting (1). That ambiguity can be brought
out if we construe `analytic philosophy' as a definite description and
interpret ( I ) along the lines of Russell's theory of descriptions:
(1*)

There is one and onlyone thing that is analytic philosophy
and whatever is analytic philosophy is a philosophical
school.

This can be false in three different ways, if either of the following is
true;

(a) there is no such thing as analytic philosophy, i.e., analytic
philosophy does not exist at all;

(b) there is more than one thing that is analytic philosophy;
(c) whatever is analytic philosophy is not a philosophical school.

Preston fails to distinguish the three different ways in which (I)
might be regarded as false - ironically, given the status of Russell's
theory of descriptions as a paradigm of analytic philosophy. There
may be grounds for rejecting (I) because a)) is true, i.e., because
there is more than one thing denoted by `analytic philosophy'. But
the key contrast, as far as Preston's paper is concerned, is betwreen
rejecting (1) because (a) is true and rejecting (I) because (c) is true.
On Preston's view, new wave historians reject (1) by takiiig (c) as
true. But Preston himself seems to slide between rejeeting it by taking

(c) as true and rejecting it by taking (a) as froe. Or rather, what seeius
to be happening is that he takes the liejection of (1) because (c) is
true to imply rejection of (1) because (a) is tine. But this is clearly a

•
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»o« segztt./zfr. Analytic philosophy may not be a philosophical school,
but that does not mean that it does not exist at all.
Preston would presumably reply that what is really doing the work
here is his definitional argument. Once one accepts the `.`reeeived

view" as the definition of analytic philosophy, one seems forced to
conclude that there is nothing answering to it (or nothing like what
one. wanted). But in my view, given the widespread use of `anal`ytic
philosophy' today, any such implication constitutes a redz¢cfz.o ¢d
abszfndztm of the definition. Preston himself talks freely of analytic

philosophy in his paper, and provides no reason for accepting the
received view, other than that it is the received view. This makes
me suspect that he is also relying on new wave history to support
his rejection of (I). But as I have shown, one can reject (I) without
denying the existence of analytic philosophy altogether. What is
illusory is the received view itself.
The main metaphilosophical argument of Preston. s paper seems
to boil down to this. `Analytic philosophy', if it means anything at
all, must refer to a philosophical school; and the only candidate i-s a
school defined by its endorsement of the doctrine that the method of
philosophy is linguistic analysis. But there is no such school. Therefore there is no such thing as analytic philosophy. The objcotion to
this argument can be stated with equal brevity. There is no reason to
accept the assumption that analytic philosophy must be a school, just
as there is no reason to accept the received view as the definition of
analytic philosophy. Analytic philosophy, as it has developed and
ramified from its sources in the work of Frege, Russell, Moore and
Wittgeustein, is a complex movement; and the task is to make sense
of this with the help of all the conceptualizatious - doctrinal, topical,

methodological, and so on - that have been offered throughout its
history. Dismissing all but doctrinal definitions, and then endorsing
just the "received viewl' - in effect, defining analytic philosophy
away - is a perverse way to understand such a complex historical
movement.
Of course, this is not to say that there are no illusions about the
nature of analytic philosophy lurking in its history. On the contrary,
there are all sorts of misconceptions and confused self-images, not
least aha-ut its supposed unity, and Preston is quite right to draw our
attention to these. But an exposition of these misconceptions can
proceed alongside a satisfying account of the history of analytic phil-
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osophy which does not undemine itself by denying tlie existence of
analytic philosophy. Fortunately, Preston's own practice belies his
theory. In his paper, and no doubt in his ongoing wolk, Preston presupposes that there is a movement worth exploring. I ;in sure that
his historiographical investigations will make a useful contribution
to our understanding of the history of ana.Iytic philosophy.. But I am
even more sure that this can be pursued without talcing analytic philosophy itself to be an illusion.6
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REPLY TO BEAVEY .
AARON PRESTON

I. BEANEY 0N MY HISTORY 0F
CONCEPTIONS 0F ANALYTIC PHILOSOPHY

In my article .`Implica.tions of Recent Work in the History of Analytic Philosophy', I arg.ue that among histories of analytic philosop.hy
we shoulld recognize an initial stage of "proto-history" made up of
"contelnporaneous first-hand accounts of analytic philosophy in its
early and middle stages (approximately 1900-1950), and hear-contemporaneous, memoir-like accounts of the same."I A notable feature of this work is the convergence of opinion in a "received view"
of analgivic philosophy, according to which it originated around the
turn of the 20th century, in the work of Moore and Russell, in a revolutionary break not only from British Idealism but from traditional philosophy on the whole, all because of the metaphilosophical
view that philosophy just is the analysis of language.
While Michael Beaney agrees tha.t we should recognize a protohistorical stage in histories of analytic philosophy, he disagrees with
me about the existence of a received view. Beaney objects that "in
talking of this as the `received view', Preston persists in regarding
the proto-historical stage as being far more unified than it actually
was", and that I "fail to stress the multifarious and often incousistent nature" of the proto-historical data. As a counterexample to my
claing Beaney cites the fact that, whereas I claim that ``the `tendency among proto-historical authors' was to treat the view that the
analysis of language was the method of philosophy as `the central
doctrine of analytic philosophy' . . . this was not the view of Russell
and Moore in the early phase of analytic philosophy, and indeed,

even in his later work, Moore rejected the view" - facts that I myself acknowledge.
However, this is not a counterexample to my claim - though
neither Moore nor Russell accepted the linguistic view of philoso• Considerations of space have required that I cut my reply to about half its
original I-ength. The full version is available at
blogs.valpo.edu/apreston/files/2008/01/reply-to-beaney.doc.

I Aaron Preston, `Implications of Recent Work in the History of Analytic

Ph.\\osapky.. Bertrand Russell Society Quarterly no. \27 (ALugust 200S),
1 I -30.
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phy and Moore explicitly disavowed having ever held that view,
these facts do not count as proto-historical data on my view. Again,

proto-history consists in contemporaneous first-hand accounts o/
a7zafyde PAI./osapAy in its early and middle stages, and ridareontemporaneous, memoir-like accounts of the same. The texts from which
the current, nonlinguistic understanding of Moorean and Russellian
analysis are derived, texts like `The Nature of Judgment', `The Refutation of ldealism', `On Denoting., and. 7l['e Prl.ncf.p/es a/A4la/Aemafi.cs, are not accounts of analytic philosophy, nor is Moore's disavowal in the Library Of Living Philosophers siroh zin accoiut. AIL
of these are data for histories of analytic philosophy, of cou.ise, but
they are not themselves histories of analytic philosophy.
In order to qualify as proto-history as I use the terng a text must
involve explicit reflection on analytic philosophy as swch, conceptualized as a movement attached to some philosophical views. That
is, to count as a reflection upon analytic philosophy as sacft, a reflection.must have to do with either the movement or the views of the
movement cap/I.ci.//y rccog#i.zed as swcA. And so, not even Mbbre's
1942 disavowal counts; for while it is a reflection on philosophic.al
views and methods, these are presented only as Moore's owrL not as
the views and methods of a movement, let alone the movement then
dominating academic philosophy in the English speaking world.
Though Moore acknowledges that his metaphilosophical and methodological views had been widely misunderstood, the notion that a
movement had been founded on this misunderstanding is hardly
even adumbrated in Moore' s disavowal.
Even less do the early works of Moore and Russell (1898-1915,
say), in which they developed their views about ~ or at least their
techniques of -philosophical analysis, count as proto-history in my
sense. While there are plenty of reflections on philosophical views
and methods to be found in these early works, these are not reflectious on analytic philosophy as such. Indeed, they could not be,
since the category `analytic philosophy' seems to have emerged
only around 1930. To treat these early works as containing reflectious o# a#a/y/I.c pAj./asapAy in any sense at all requires that we read
them anachronistically, in light of the fact that, several decades after
they were written, they came to be understood as belonging to the
textual canon of a school called `analytic philosophy', and as involving reflections on /Aa/ sc4oo/ 's views and methods.
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To sum up, the sources which reveal diversity I." analytic philosophy in its early to middle stages do not also reveal diversity of
opinion abowf analytic philosophy during those stages, for the simple
reason that they do not contain any reflection about analytic philosophy 4s swcA. On the other hand, every text prior to 1970 -and a

great many thereafter - that does contain reflection on analytic philosophy as swch represents it along the lines of the received view.
•Beaney also finds it ".surprising that Preston should have tre.ate.d
`analytic-history' as a third stage, suggesting as it does that it is a response to `new-wave history' .... If anything," he objects, "I would
have reversed the order: the gene of analytic history came into being before new-wave history. At the very least, it would have been
better to have seen analytic history and new-wave history as just two
approaches to th.e history of anal.ytic philosophy."
This is a legitimate objection. The proper sequence of these two
types of history is difficult to detemine, and there are good reasons
for prefe.rring either of Beaney's suggested alternatives. However, I
think there are also good reasons for thinking that the new-wavers
conditioned the emergence of analytic history - for instance, without the challenge to the traditional analytic self-conception brought
al)out by the new-wave historians, there would have been little motive for hard-core analytic philosophers to chronicle the history of
their own movement - and that is why I placed analytic philosophy
third. Ultimately, however, I don't think that much of significance
hangs in the balance between my way of characterizing the relationship between these two types of historiography and either of those
suggested by Beaney. All three perspectives allow us to pick out analytic history as a distinct type in order to highlight its deficiencies,

and that, I take it, is the most important reason for making the distinction between it and new-wave history.
11. WORRIES ABOUT DOCTRINAL DEFINITION

In the second section of my paper, I offered a metaphilosophical ar-

gument for the view that philosophical schools should be defined
doctrinally, to which Beaney objects that nonrdoctrinal criteria
should be allowed as well. I agree. My view is that doctrines are
necessary but not always sufficient for defining a philosophical
school, so that nonrdoctrinal features caH fomi part of the content
of a school's definition. However, this may have been obscured by
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the rigid delineation of the taxonomic categories employed in my
article. The taxonomy served the purpose of framing a concise dis-.
cussion of the varieties of definition that have been proposed, but it
did not allow for the possibility of hybrid.definitions containing both
doctrinal and non-doctrinal elements. Consequently, by arguing for
doctrinal definitions over against all other "pure" types, I'm afiaid it
may have seemed that I was arguing that nothing but doctrines shouk]
show up in a definition for a philosophical school. T9 the contrary, I
think that nonrdcotrinal features may be helpful, even indispensable,
in discerning what a given figure or group's doctrines (views) really
were, and also that they may themselves serve as part of a sch.ool's
definition. However, among the "pure" categories of the taxonomy,
I still think that only doctrinal definitions are suited to pick out philosophical schools, because philosophy is essentially a theoretical
enterprise. Even in a hybrid definition, doctrinal elements will count
as more fundamental than non-docrinal ones, since the doctrinal elements are necessary (though perhaps not sufficient) for the school to
be a. philosophical one.
Beaney also offers a second objection, saying that, if a philosol
phical school is to be a thing of doctrines, ``then analytic philosophy
should not be thought of as a philosophical school". His argument is
based on the current use of `analytic philosophy' :

as `analytic philosophy' has come to be used today, it has a far broader sense, encompassing a range of subtraditious, as I would describe
it. This is precisely what makes it appropriate to consider topical,
methodological, stylistic, genetic, and family resemblance features
in characterizing analytic philosophy

I will put off commenting upon this "argument from current use" until the next section, for it reappears in Beaney's argument against illusionism.
Ill. WORRIES ABOUT THE ILLUSIONIST THESIS

Beaney points out that there is "a crucial ambiguity" in my claim that
on the illusionist view analytic philosophy is not a real philosophical school, and he does a nice job of disambiguating the claim by
applying Russell's theory of descriptions. Rephrasing the view I
claim is false as,
(I *) There is one and only one thing that is analytic philosophy and
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whatever is analytic philosophy is a philosophical school.

Beaney explains that it can be false in three different ways:
(a) there is no such thing as analytic philosophy, i.e., analytic philosophy does not exist at all;

a)) there is more than.one thing that is analytic philosophy;

(c) whatever is analytic philos6phy is not a philosophical school.
Now, Beaney is correct to note that I did not distinguish these
three ways in which the claim could be false. And he is also correct
to say that my Own talk of analytic philosophy seems to oscillate between (a) and something like (c). On the one hand, in the context of
presenting the illusionist view, I claim (a); but, as Beaney notes, in
setting up the argument that leads 'me to the illusionist view, "Preston hius.elf talks freely of analytic philosophy," in such a way that I
seem to presuppose the existence of some reality designated by the
name. And, of course, lots of people talk about analytic philosophy
in this way. Thus, he concludes, "there must be something that is the
object of all the ®roductive and legitimate) work that is currently
being done on the history of analytic philosophy." But if there is
soriething that is the object of all this work, and it is not, as I claim,
a philosophical school, then the "analytic philosophy" of which I
speak must be something other than a philosophical school, just as
(c) has it.

I agree with Beaney that there is something that is the object of
all the productive and legitimate work that is cunently being done
on the history of analytic philosophy, in the sense that claims made
about "analytic philosophy" in the context of this research frequently have referents, and sometimes even a common referent. I take it
that the referent of `analytic philosophy' is some subset of the vast
network of persons, ideas, and events in philosophy from the late
l9th through (so far) the early 21 st centuries (hereafter "the subset").
For example, wolk in the history of analytic philosophy investigates
the relationships among Moore, Russell, and the British Idealists; it
traces the development of Russell's or Wittgeustein's thought, or the
relationships betveen their thought and Frege's; it reconsiders the nature and aims of logical positivism; and so on. These figures, their
thoughts, the lchtiouships of influence among them, the events in
which they were involved ~ all of these are real and a great many of
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them, by convention and by tradition, fall under the heeding `analytic philosophy' .
However, while I grant that the subset can serve as the objectl
referent of `analytic philosophy' when the ten is used in the context of productive and legitimate historical work, I would not want
to.define `analytic philosophy' in terms of it, as Beaney seems prepared to do when he says:
Once one accepts the "received view" as the definition of anglytic philosophy, one seems forced to conclude that there is nothing answering to it (or nothing like what one wanted). But in
my view, given the widespread use of `analytic philosophy' today, any such implication constitutes a redwcfz.a nd absetrdiow
of the definition.
Here again we are confronted with an "argument from current use".
This type of argument first confronted us in section 11, where Beaney
was prepared to deny the peed for doctrinal definition on the grounds
that (i) current use is sufflcient to define analytic philosopdy, and
(ii) current use revcals `analytic philosophy' to be an umbrella-term
designating "a range of subtraditious" exhibiting no thoroughgoing
doctrinal unity, but only a "family resemblance" of belief and practice. Now he argues that current use nullifies the illusionist approach
on the basis of the additional assumption that (iii) since people talk
so much about ``analytic philosophy" today, there must be something non-illusory answering to this talk.
But there are problems with this approach to defining `analytic
philosophy'. By way of explanation, let me first note that (iii) is by
no means clearly true. Contra Beaney, it is far from clear that there
mz4sf be an object answering to all the current talk of, and work on,
analytic philosophy. As the later Wittgeustein showed us, discourse

about a nonexistent object might easily be carriedron in the context
of an established "language game" without anyone expressly realizing that the object under discussion is non-existent (e.g., the "beetle
in the box"). So long as `analytic philosophy' has a use in some language game - which it does - it is possible (in prineiple) to talk
about analytic philosophy till the cows come home without here
actually being any such thing. In such a case, the question to ask is
not "what is analytic philosophy?", but "why did peaple start
speaking of analytic philosoply?", that is, "why does this langtlage-

game exist in the first place?"
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Still, it makes good sense to suppose that all the contemporary
talk about analytic philosophy corresponds to something non-illusory, as Beaney's (iii) has it. I am happy to affirm this and to say
that this is the subset. However, only the correct subset will do, and
correetness here can only be judged in light of a prefeITed way of
carving up the socio-historical landscape .of philosophy. Indeed, by
limiting the relevant portion of that landscape to the late l9th century and after, .I have already inrtyorted part of this preferred way into my description of the sub.set. But this preferred way will in turn
depend upon a prior. conceptualization of analytic philosophy: it is
because I take analytic philosophy to be ffeis and not /4a/ that I associate it with just /4ese bits of the socio-historical landscape of philosophy.
Because demarcating the correct subset requires a prior concepttion of analytic philosophy, our ultimate sense of what analytic philosophy is-, our definition of ahaLytic philosophy, cannot be framed
solely in terms of the subset. Nor can we let current use caITy the
weight of demarcation, for several reasons. First, if Beaney's sense
of current use is correct, the tern picks out ``a range of subtraditious";
but this is just another way of saying that it picks out the subset (or
several subsets of the subset). Thus, just as we cannot define analytic

philosophy in terms of the subset, we cannot define it in terms of "a
range of subtraditious", since we will have to justify our selection
of some range as the correct range.
To this, Beaney may reply that current use itself is what justifies
the selection: since /#!.a is what everyone today means by `analytic
philosophy', /Az.s just is what the tern means today. However, second, current use is not sufficiently unifomi to demarcate a common
conception of analytic philosophy. This is demonstrated most vividly by the existence of radical revisionist deflnitious of analytic philosophy that make Aquinas or Husserl analytic philosophers. Unless
we exclude these from current use, we will not be able to find a common conception of analytic philosophy in culTent use. But we can't
simply choose to exclude these definitions without begging the question against them. So, Beaney's assumption (ii) seems to be false as
well.

Third, even if current use was sufficient to provide a common
conception, it would still be legitimate - and historically necessary
- to ask why and how the "analytic philosophy" language-game
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began and why it is as it is. This is a question about the history of
analytic 'philosophy that Cannot be answered just by looking to the
term's current use. Rather, the question has a historical answer. In
my book, I outli.ne the answer as follows:
...the' very fact that AP [analytic phiLosophy] exists as
something to be discussed under a single name is historically
and hence unalterably - I am tempted to say necessarily •conneete-d to .. . the early success of a particular philosophied

outlook in-securing both (I) the attention and (2) the loyalty of
academic philosophers both (3) in places that mattered (and so
at pres/t.gz.oar intuitions) and (4) in numbers Large enough to

generate the kind of regular and widespread discussion that
would both (5) require the coining of a new term and (6)
explain that term's subsequent entrenchment as one of the
most familial in the philosophical lexicon .... 2

And, so far as the historical record is concerned, the philosophical
outlook in question was the linguistic thesis, the metaphiLosophical
view that philosophy just is the analysis of language, and its corolLaries -just as the "received view" or "traditional conception" has it.
Fourth, and finally, since the origins of the "analytic philosophy" language-game can be traced back to around 1930, and since
the rules of the game have developed and been modifled over time
(indeed, current use simply represents the most recent modifications), a definition based on current use alone would not be historically illuminating and could easily be historically misleading.
• So, it seems that a definition framed in terms of current use will

not be adequate for saying what analytic philosophy is sI-mpi.c!fer,
since it is a historically extended entity whose status as a subject of
conversation depends in various ways upon the received view. Nor
will such a definition be legitimate for guiding historical work on
analytic philosophy. Consequently, Beaney's assumption (i) is false,
and his arguments from common use fail to undermine my views.
Let us return now to Beaney's main chjection, raised at the be-

ginning of this section: namely, that I failed to disanbiguate (1*) by
not saying which of (a), (b), or (c) I meant. Earlier, I clarified that I
meant(a) in the context of presenting the illusionist view. and that I
meant some/fa!.#g /I.ke (c) in setting up the argument that leads to it.
2 Analytic Philosopky: The History Of an Illusion. Ilondon andNow Yck:.
Continuum, 2007, pp. 1-2
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Beaney suggested that my meaning (c) was necessary since, otherwise, there would be no object for the talk of analytic philosophy
that I engaged in. Though an object is not required for meaningful
talk, but only an established language-game in which the term has a
use, I nonetheless agree that there is an object of such talk: "the subset". However, I would not call this "analytic philosophy" 5z..mp/jcz./er,
br say that analytic philosophy /.I"j z's this.subset. Consequently, I
am going to resist acceding to Beaney's (c), "virhatever is analytic
philosophy is not a philosophical .school". This might be taken to
mean ``there is something that is analytic philosophy, and it .is not a

philosophical school", but, given my reluctance to define `analytic
philosophy' in terms of the subset, I take this to be false, historically misleading, and explanatorily inadequate. Instead, I submit that
the following is sufficient to justify t?lk of analytic philosophy both
in setting up the case for illusionism, and in all other legitimate and
productive 'work on analytic philosophy:
(c*) there is something that `analytic philosophy' refers to, and
it is not a philosophical school.

Beaney's claim, that "analytic philosophy may not be a philosophical school but that does not mean that z./ does not exist at all" (my
emphasis) is misleading. Instead, what we should say is that the fact
that analytic philosophy never was what it was originally thought to
be docs mean that !t doesn't exist at all, but this fact doesn't imply
that there's nothing to which the term `analytic philosophy' can
legitimately be taken to refer.

Department of Philosophy
Valparaiso University
aaron.preston@valpo.edu

TRAVELER' S DIARY

END MATTER
Traveler ' s Diary / Coiference Report
THE CENTRAL APA is as predictable as a spring cold - almost every

year it meets in April in Chicago at the PaLmer House. This year, I
roped ? colleague, Michael-GapaL, into attending, and made my way
through the .old-mom.ey ambience of the hotel as if a proud homeowner show.ing off her property. But to do so Itd first had to get to
Chicago, which I did by flying to Pittsburgh, then renting a car to
drive to Chicago. I had reserved an economy car, but they were out
when I got there, so they charged me the economy rate for a steroidal monster SUV they did have. Not a novice to driving, my "car"
was all the same a challenge to drive, especially in Chicago, where I
could have squashed pedestrians flat without being any the wiser
and where threading the nearby parking garage required the concentration of Buddha.
But, still, I got there - hungry. Sad to say, the APA bulletin's
section on dining in downtown Chicago is outdated, a fact my friends
and I only discovered after walking many, many blocks. Achieving
a meal nevertheless and moving along Maslow's hierarchy of needs,
I subsequently desired sleep, which I accomplished in a room in the
Palmer House somewhat smaller and less well appointed than my
vehicle. Still, I chose the hotel room over the SUV, and woke in the
morning looking forward to the quartet of talks ahead of me at the
combined session of the Russell Society and History of Early Analytic Philosophy Society.
James Connelly, the first speaker of the day, spoke to the approximately 16 people there on a new, and to his mind simplified,
reading of Wittgeustein's private language argument. At the heart
of that argument, he sees a rejection of Leibniz's principles of identity. FOLlowing this was a talk by Joongol Kim comparing Wittgenstein and Frege on the concept `object'. Frege rejected the possibility of a concept of `concept' because he found it to be paradoxical, but retained a concept of `object'. Wittgeustein rejected both.
Joongol explained why they diverged in their thinking on this.
Another talk on Wittgeustein followed, this time by Tuomas
Manninen, on "A Bipartisan Interpretation of the rrtzc/¢/as". While
Wittgenstein acknowledged his debt to both Russell and Frege in
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the rmcfaft¢s, interpreters of that work tend to read it either as influenced primarily by one or the other of these two men. Manninen
finds elements of both in the rrac/czfzas, to wit, Russell's eliminative
program and Frege's notion of elucidation. Viewing the rrtzc/a/%s
in these terms provides Manninen with what he takes to be a decisive argument against the "new Wittgeusteiniaus" who view the propositions of the r7itzcja/ws as nonsense. Finally, Sandra Lapointe. gav.e
a talk on Bolzano's conception Qf scientific proof,' arguing that it
rested upon epistemological and pragmatic principles .overlooked by
Bolzano's successors, including Alfred Tarski.
During the discussion that followed these talks, an elderly lady
across the aisle from me caused an awkwardness by thumping her
cane and demanding an account of Russell's substitutional theory,
wlrich we were discussing. claiming that some had even called her
"the last Russellian", she said she had never heard of Russell holding such a theory. Chris Pinbock obliged her with an explanation
and she seemed satisfied as well as. totally indifferent to the possibility of having committed an .intellectual /czz+)i par. My curiosity
was aroused: who was this person who claimed to have been called
"the last Russellian"? What a thought! If that were true, then what
the hell were we? As the session came to an end, I popped over to
her chair and peered at the words `Ruth Barcan Marcus' on her nametag, greeting a lady as dignified as the queen of England, but a good
deal more interesting. I gave her BRS flyers and pumped her hand she was one of the first logicians I read as a.graduate student under
Jaakko Hintikka and I was thrilled to meet her. I provided her with
more details about Russell's substitutional theory and promised to
send her some articles about it. Perhaps she might come to the annunl meeting if invited!
After the excitement of meeting RBM, I returned home feeling
a certain malaise that devolved into a cold as the day wore on. Misfortune followed misery, as it came to pass that Jet Blue misplaced
my bag. I waited all day in JFK, sick as a dog, only to go home bagless and defeated. Delivery came slowly. Days later a chagrined Jet
BLue representative came to my door with bag in hand for a weak

and slightly wobbly claimant.-RC
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2007 ANNUAL TREASURER'S REPORT

2008 I ST QUARTER TREASURER'S REPORT

Cash Flow January 1, 2007 -December 31, 2007

Cash Flow January I, 2008 -March 31, 2008
BALANCE I/1/2008

S14,535.96

INCOME
Contributions
BRS
TOTAL Contributions
Dues
New Members
Renewals

86.00
$86.00

70.00
I,332.00

TOTAL Dues
Interest Income
TOTAL INCOME
EXPENSES
Bank Charges
Bay Area Expenses
Co nversion Expense
Library Expenses

$1,402.00

. Paypal Fees
Russe// Subscriptions I
TOTAL EXPENSES

.

OVERALL TOTAL
BALANCE 3/31/2008
USS a/c (Toronto Dominion)

Cdns a/c (Toronto Dominion)
USS term deposit (Toronto Dominion)

OVERALL BALANCE
Plus: to be transferred from uss paypal a/c

98.01

Sl,586.Ol
32.56

74.50
14.11

93.42
20.26

4,209.40
$4,444.25
-$2,858.24

I,368.20
.89
10,308.63

Sll,677.72

$95.74

Ken Blackwell, BRS Treasurer (blackwl{@mcmaster.ca)
US and Cdn. dollars are treated as equal here. I The Rz4ssc// invoice was
paid first with available Cdn. funds. The total charge was US$4,225.00.

BALANCE 1/I/07
INCOME
I coridrbutious

Bay Arca
BRS
TOTAL Contributions
Dues
New Members
Renewals
.TOTAL Dues
Interest Income
Library Income
Meeting Income
Other Income [T-shirts]
TOTAL INCOME
EXPENSES
Bank Charges
Bookkeep ing Expense
BRS Paper Award
BRS T-shirts
Convers ion Expense
Library Expenses
Meeting Expenses
BRS gwarfer/y
Other Expenses [Quicken]
Paypal Fees
f{ussc// S ubscriptions
TOTAL EXPENSES

S13,456.52

loo.00
1,775.29
• $1,875.29

797.35
4,528-15

$5,325.50
283.11

I

1,912.00

I 3 I .00

$9j99.90
164.48

440.00
200.00
280.00
28.44
167.78

3,043.81

687.34
38.93
88.68
3,381.00

$8,520.46
Sl,079.44

OVERALL TOTAL
BALANCE 12/31/07
USS a/c (Toronto Dominion)

Cdns a/c (Toronto Dominion)
USS term deposit (Toronto Dominion)
OVERALL B ALANCE

73.00

3,669.68
655.66
10,210.62

S14,535.96

Plus: to be trausfeITed from uss paypal a/c

$86.48

Ken Blackwell, BRS Treasurer (blackwl@monaster.ca)
Note: US and Cdn. dollars are treated as equal.
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77Ie Greater Rochester Russell Set

Obama's Afghan Dilemma
Edited by Ken Coates
Afghan Dilemma - Barack Obama

Writers and Books' Verb Cafe
740 University Avenue, Rochester, NY
7pm
•3S -Free to Members

Global Balkans -Zbigniew Brz®zinski

Mlssion Impossible - Paul Rogers
Fzendilion: Britain's Role - Ben Griffin

Suspects on Diego Garcia

Tony Simpson & Mark S®ddon

Apr..12

Comrade Shtrum - John Lanch®stei.

.Alan Book on Russell's essay `The Value of

Free Thought'
May 10

June 14

Target Russia? -George N. Lewis
& Theodoro A. Postal
Nuclear Mendacity - Christophor Giffoi`d

Howard Blair on Bertrand Russell and
quantum physics

Trident's Nuclear Winter? - Philip Webber

Obama on Nukes - Kate Hudson,
Helen Clark, Maj Britt Theorin

John Belli on advice from Bertrand Russell

July 12

Aug. 09

George MCDade on Russell's essays `ldeas
That Have Helped Mankind' and `ldeas That
Have Harmed Mankind'
Phil Ebersole on Russell as a guild socialist

issue 99

Trident - Nuclear Proliferation
the British Way
Edited by Ken Coates
ls a Nuclear-Weapons-Free
World Achievable? - Maj Britt Theorin
Nuclear Disarmament

Still waiting

Mayors for Peace

Sept.13

Gerry wildenberg on sam Harris's book Leffer
to a Christian Nation

I he Cost of Nukes - Jacqueljne Caba§so
Conversion Ciirrency -Alexis Lykiard
Willie and Maud -

E=

An Original Screenplay by Trovor Griffith8

BARS

Direct Democracy -Achin Vanaik

Reviews

Jlhe Bay Area Russell Set
May 15 A celebration of Bertrand Russell's birthday

June 16 0n Humanistic Education
July 18 Report on the BRS Annual Meeting

Time and Place -7 pin, Szechwan Cafe, 406 S. California
Ave, Palo Alto, CA -ph: 650-327-1688

How Did David Kelly Die7

Michael Barratt Brown

Spokesman Books, Russell House, Nottingham, NG6 0BT, England
Tel: 0115 9708318 -Fax: 0115 9420433 -elfeuro@compuserve.com

Order online at www.sDokesmanbooks.com

£5.00

The

Bertrand Russell
Society
Armounces Its

?7th
Annual Meeting
St. John Fisher College
Rochester, NY

June 27-29, 2008
Abstracts are online at:
http://bluehawk.monmouth.edu/%7Easchweri/Bert
rand Russell_Society_Annual Meeting.html

For further information,

contact Alan Schwerin at
aschweri@monmouth,edu

